In today’s rapidly changing marketplace, one cannot afford to lock into a single package style.

**Economy Wrap-Around Case**

The Flange Seal Case is a preformed economy wrap-around case which reduces the amount of corrugate material needed for a robust shipper.

By elimination top flaps, this style converts easily to a Retail Ready Display Tray. Both formats are compatible with Delkor Case Packers.

**Modularity = Flexibility**

To maximize our customer’s package options today and tomorrow.

**Performance**

Efficient High-Speed packaging systems.

**Variety of Package Options**

- Flange Seal Cases
- RSC Cases
- Cartons

To learn more about Delkor’s end-of-line packaging equipment, call Delkor today at 1-800-328-5558.
In today's rapidly changing marketplace, one cannot afford to lock into a single package style.

**Partnership**
Careful listening, imaginative thinking and dedicated support characterize Delkor's commitment.

**Customization**
Designed to address your specific needs.

**High-Speed Loading Customized to Your Specific Application**

**Variety of Closing Options**

**Retail Ready Trays**

**Standard Trays**

**Flat Pads**
Delkor’s Innovative Packaging Capabilities

• Cartoning

Delkor manufacturers one of the world’s premier product lines for top-load cartoning, which includes:

- Delkor’s Trayfecta carton formers - Designed to provide the highest degree of precision forming for glue or lock style, paperboard or corrugated.
- Delkor’s customized carton loading systems - Delkor offers a range of customized loading systems that are product specific.
- Delkor’s Capstone carton closers - The only machine in the world to offer Intelligent Positioning™ Technology (patent pending).

• Spot-Pak® Packaging Systems

The Spot-Pak Packaging System was developed by Delkor to offer an effective alternative to the traditional corrugated box or tray for shipping product to market. The Spot-Pak package consists of flat corrugated pads encapsulated by shrink film, resulting in a dramatic reduction in both packaging material usage and packaging cost to ship product to market. Today there are nearly 200 Spot-Pak packaging lines in North America.

• Robotic Systems

Delkor Systems is an authorized distributor for Kuka Robotics Corporation and Fanuc Robotics America, Inc.